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Opening Address (item 1 of tho agenda) (E/CN.I4/CART/1)

Dr. Te-Lou TCHAltfG (Provisional President) declared the

Conference open and read the address whioh Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner (Executive

Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa) would have given if he

had not been prevented by his duties at the Economic and Social Council

at Geneva from attending the opening ceremony. Mr. Gardiner expressed

his deep regret at not being able to greet the delegates in person.

On behalf of the Economic Commission for Africa he thanked the

Government of Kenya, the host Government, for the excellent prepara

tions it had made for tho Conference.

Modern cartography had played an important part in many sections

of human activities, not only for peace-keeping, economic development

and social progress, but even for the needs and enjoyment of everyday

life, and the participation of the great majority of African States

demonstrated their serious conoern that there should be a sufficient

provision of maps and other cartographic data to assist them in the

fulfilment of their national plans.

'The primary objective of the Conference, the first of its kind

called by the United Nations for the African continent, was to

stimulate and facilitate the execution of practical surveying and

mapping so as to assist the various development projects of the region.

The holding of the Regional Cartographic Conference in a very

early part of the "United ITations Development Decade" had a special

significance whioh gave a more positive moaning to the aims of the

Conference. To reach the target contemplated for the Development

Decade, careful planning, intensive survey and mass construction would

have to be carried out in almost all the major sectors of human

activities. In particular, more intensive surveys would have to be

planned and executed for the disoovery, evaluation and utilization

of physical resources to provide new sources of raw materials and

energy and new possibilities for agricultural development. Economic

advancement of that kind would require modern techniques in order to
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ensure economy and efficiency, improvements in the machinery of

administration and in the maintenance and operation of completed

projects. Urban and rural development, land reform, public health

installations and disease control would have to be intensified. Such

undertakings presented acute difficulties in the African continent

and would involve, at a certain stage, the making of naps as part of

the project.

The Economic Commission for Africa had a special responsibility

in promoting economic and social development throughout the continent

and in co-ordinating national and international action. The holding

of the Conference and the provision of advisers in cartography and

related fields to governments, on request, to study technical

assistance projects in that field constituted a contribution of the

Commission towards that purpose.

He thanked the governments of cartographically advanced countries

for making available to the Conference their newly-developed methods

and the results of their successful experiences. The participation of

their experts would be of great help.

The task before the Conference was tremendous and challenging,

and the implications of its decisions could be very far-reaching. He

wished the Conference every success.

Dr* J.G, KIA1TO (Minister for Commerce and Industry, Kenya)

said that he was very happy to welcome the distinguished members of

the Conference on behalf o± the Government people3 and thy leader and

Prime Minister of Kenya, the Hon. Jomo Kenyatta. The Prime Minister

was absent from the country, attending a most important Conference in

Uganda en the proposed East African Federation, and greatly regretted

his inability to be present.

Africa was going through the last phase of the political revolu

tion for total liberation of the motherland. Over thirty African

nations already enjoyed their freedom from colonial domination and

racial suppression and would soon be joined by their sister countries.
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Although still actively engaged in this last phase of the revolution

for liboration? Africa was also actively engaged in a new revolution,

namely, economic revolution. Kenya was determined to effect a dramatic

economic revolution that would raise the per capita income-, the

purchasing power and the general standard of living for the whole

population at a rate that perhaps might not "be termed miraculous but

would certainly he gigantic and possibly unparallellod in recent

history.

The expansion of communication facilities; and the very assess

ment of what was feasible in terms of short-term and long-term

projects were all vitally dependent on the findings and conclusions of

the cartographic experts. Ono of the main concerns of the Conference

would be to assess the needs of Africa in the cartographic sector and

the ways and means to meet those needs. Shortage of manpower was

Africa's greatest hurdle in the race of progress.

It was of urgent importance to undertake a projection of manpower

requirements for Africa in the various branches of service such as

cartography, or else the development plans might well end in failure.

Means must be found to utilise the cartographer's skill for accelerat

ing economic growth. Special inapt; in vast numbers had been produced

in Kenya to assist in the ambitious programme of Land Consolidation

and Settlements for African farmers. The Survey Department? kn^wii as

The Survey of Kenya? was producing maps specially intended to meet the

needs of a large-scale land re-allocation scheme for the redistribution

of some of the land formerly owned in perhaps excessively large single

units to a greater number of farmers working intensively on a smaller

scale. United Nations irrigation engineers were investigating the

possibility of carrying out a large-scale irrigation scheme along the

Tana River? Kenya's most important river, and a series of maps was

being prepared for that purpose. It was essential for alls irrespect

ive of nationality or faith? to aim at a common target with one

purpose and with equal vigour. That target was peace? prosperity and
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human dignity with freedom and justice. The nesting together in

Nairobi of the representatives of so many independent States of Africa

to discuss their mutual cartographic needs gave cause to hope that

their deliberations would be a new "blessing to motherland Africa.

Mr. D1AGNE (Senegal), on behalf of African delegations,

thanked the United Nations for having organized the Conference and

expressed his gratitude to the Government of Kenya for the warm welcome

he had received.

Although the map was an instrument of work for all sections of the

economy, it was also a means of bringing men together and as such it was

of particular interest to Africans whose prime concern was development

and technical co-operation. He hoped, therefore, that the work of the

Conference would proceed in a spirit of collaboration and that it would

contribute to the economic and scientific growth of the African peoples.

Mr. SIMPSON (Ghana) said that it afforded him very groat

pleasure to attend the first Conference of the United Nations on Carto

graphy over to be held on the continent of Africa, an occasion for

which he desired on behalf of his own and other delegations to thank

the United rations and the Government of Kenya. It was a unique occa

sions in "the sense that it emphasized not only the oneness of the great

continent of Africa, but also the immense advantages all would gain by

working together for the common good. Those who were engaged in the

profession of map-making knew too well the impossibility of working in

isolation and would appreciate the opportunity afforded by the Confer

ence to meet together to discuss their common difficulties.

Mr. BEKGHACEAME (Tunisia) said that modern life was incon

ceivable without maps for working documents, which meant mutual-help in

the preparation of maps. Co-operation of that kind had led to African

unity. The Africans were a very courageous people and wanted to know

each other better. They must therefore adapt themselves and think

henceforth in terms of the twenty-first century 5 that would mean the

abolition of frontiers and the establishment of large geographical

groupings. But there must be no going back to the old ways.
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Mr. U)K,R (Nigeria) said that the peoples of Africa were late

starters in the race for progress; but they wore yearning to advance and

doing everything possible to catch up with those who ware ahead. The

Conference would give Africans an opportunity to meet together and com

pare experiences. Africa offered greater scope for putting this experi

ment into practice than the already developed areas and the now develop

ments in science and technology would soon bring good results to the

continent. He was glad that the Conference was attended by represent

atives from other countries. Whether as observers or advisers their

knowledge would be valuable and he hoped that they would make their

advanced knowledge available and impart to Africa the technical know

ledge that had allowed their own countries to become so advanced.

Mr. MAHMOim FIKRY ABJu,iL HALIM (United Arab Republic) expressed

his pleasure at being able to attend the cartographic conference, and

conveyed to the host country the worm greetings of the Govarnmant and

people of the United Arab Republic. The conference would afford Africans

an excellent opportunity to pool their experience and overcome their

difficulties.

of the Rules of Procedure (item 2 of the provisional agenda)
^aRT/1 ) '

The PROVISIONAL iR^SIiCM called upon the conference to adopt

the rulQs of procedure. The text of tha provisional rules of procedure

was tc be found in docunent "/-M4/OART/3 and' corr.l. They were the

standard rules usod in tho United Nations Regional Cartographic Confer

ence and adapted to HOA practice.

Mr. WARR:;]N (Kenya) moved the adoption of the proposed rules of
procedure. *■....-

Mr. SAVYLiH (Liberia) seconded the motion.

The PROVIblUHAL PRJbl.., ®? said that if no member had any object

ions the rules of procedure would be considered to have been adopted.
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Election of Officers (item 3 of the provisional agenda)

The PROVISIONAL IS. :5Ij; .JffT said that according to Rule 6 of the

new rules of procedure, the v.onferenca should elect a President, two

Vice.Presidents, and a Rapporteur,

Mr Mohamed JtIL Bagir KHALIPa (Sudan) said that it was custom

ary en such occasions to elect the representative of the host Government

as President and he would like therefore to nominate the Director of

Surveys of Kenya as Fresiaent. He was confident that all members would

support the nomination.

Mr. MAUMQUD FTKPAY ASEELiiALIM (United Arab Republic) seconded

the motion.

The PROVISIONAL 1R..SI1 ■ OT said that there was no other nomi

nation ;md he therefore declared Mr. Warren, the Director of Surveys,

Kenya, the duly elected President of the Conference.

He thanked all membars for their courteous co-oparation.

Mr. WARR-JJ took the u

The PH'SIiJ.'iNT said that he was deeply conscious of the honour

done to the Kenya delegation ana himself and assured membsrs he would

do everything in Las power to make the Conference a success.

His first duty as President of the Conference was to adjourn the

first plenary meeting of the Conference until 2.30 p.m.

Tho meeting roso at 11.40 a.m.




